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â€œNothing specialâ€• is the best way to describe Owen Reederâ€•at least that's what he's been told

all his life. When a stranger visits his father's bookstore, Owen's ordinary life spirals out of control

and right into a world he didn't even know existed. Owen believes the only gift he possesses is his

ability to devour books, but he is about to be forced into a battle that will affect two worlds: his and

the unknown world of the Lowlands. Perfect for readers ages 10 to 14 who enjoy a fast-paced story

packed with action, fantasy, and humor.
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"Bubbles burst on the surface, and white foam swirled. The skiff ran down a wave, and Owen slid to

the edge, barely managing to stay on. Suddenly a being so huge and hideous that Owen could

hardly keep his eyes open appeared before them. But how could he not look? He had to know what

was surely about to take both their lives. . . ."  Owen and Watcher encounter harrowing danger on

their journey to the desolate islands of Mirantha. As they struggle to stay alive, they wonder if they

will ever find Mordecai-the one man who can help them continue their search for the King's Son.

And if they find him, will he help?  Owen has always believed his only gift is his ability to devour

books, but the battle he finds himself in will affect two worlds: his and the Lowlands.  Come along for



more adventures of the Wormling.

Jerry B. Jenkins, former Vice President for Publishing and currently Writer-at-Large for the Moody

Bible Institute of Chicago, is the author of more than 150 books, including the best-selling Left

Behind series. Sixteen of his books have reached the New York Times best-seller list (seven in the

number one spot) and have also appeared on the USA Today, Publisher's Weekly and Wall Street

Journal best-seller lists. Chris Fabry has written more than 50 books for adults and children,

including the Red Rock Mysteries series with Jerry B. Jenkins and the Left Behind: The Kids series

with Jerry B. Jenkins and Dr. Tim LaHaye.

This series of books has my family sitting on the edge of their seat every night. I read this aloud to

my tween kids for bedtime. We started bedtime stories when they were born, and no one wanted to

give that up. But.... It gets a little difficult to find a book or a series that kids enjoy at their age. Fairy

tales don't interest them anymore, of course. Even my husband sits and listens to me read to the

kids every night when I'm reading this series. Highly recommend for anyone who loves Christian

kids' adventure. I also recommend the Jonah Stone series, but my husband wasn't as into that

series as he is to this one.

As I was reading the first book I knew my grandson would like the books too. I bought him the

paperback editions and he immediately connected with the young hero. I am glad I came across

these books.

I read this serie with my daughter, and we loved those books. The story is inspiring.

I have read the first two books of this series and have found it to be a fun, easy read to escape with

when I have had too much of the world. It is full of types and shadows of Jesus and the Word in it

and full of lots of adventure and fun moments that would be great for the young reader it is intended

for. But hey, it's great for those who still like to let their child out to imagine and play even though

they are older!

Reading through with my son this is thrilling. We both are enjoying it. I love when he points out a

passage that is from the Bible.



Another great read from Jenkins. 10 year old loved it, rated it one of his top ten favorites!

I have a 14 y.o. daughter who loves to read. I was a bit worried the series would be too young for

her but she loves them!

must get all. it is costly to buy all, but it is worth it. exciting adventure, very nicely written. it is written

by christian authors but it doesn't sound like bible stories. I liked that the main character has to get

courage or get encouragements from his friends to battle the enemy to get things accomplished.
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